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ABSTRACT
Broadcast scenarios, such as streaming HD video to one or
many clients, seem as a natural fit for the wireless medium,
and indeed the two couple well in satellite TV networks. The
same kind of compatibility with broadcast may be expected
from modern Wi-Fi networks featuring extended-range Ac-
cess Points (APs). Yet, the 802.11 protocol was not de-
signed with video broadcast in mind, and therefore lacks
crucial broadcast mechanisms, most notably, dynamic rate-
adaptation and efficient Forward Error Correction (FEC).
For satisfactory Quality of Experience (QoE), it is impor-
tant that the video stream reaches its destination in time
and with a minimal amount of errors. Therefore, in live
broadcast, retransmissions should generally be avoided, a
goal that can only be accomplished using a reliable feed-
back mechanism that informs transmitters of current packet
loss rates.
In this paper we present a live video transmission model

for Wi-Fi MANET networks that dynamically adapts the
streams’ FEC overhead, by utilizing the fact that in Wi-
Fi MANET all nodes are periodically broadcasting beacon
frames. By overloading these beacons with packet loss-rate
information, the transmitting nodes are able to adapt the
rate of FEC-encoded redundant packets, the transmission
rate and the modulation scheme, without relying on Wi-Fi
ACK frames that are costly and inadequate for broadcast
scenarios. Moreover, using beacon frames that are part of
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the 802.11 standard eliminates the overhead associated with
proprietary feedback packets in alternative models of broad-
cast over Wi-Fi. Thus, our suggested scheme enables Wi-Fi
MANET networks to reliably transmit live video over multi-
ple hops. Using NS-3 simulations we validate that our FEC
adaptation model is applicative and efficient over one hop.
Thereafter, we demonstrate via theoretical analysis the tol-
erable delay associated with the transmission of video over
multiple hops using a pipeline model.
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General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a wired IP network, bytes can only arrive to clients

on top of wires connected to homes and offices. Therefore,
broadcasting live content to multiple clients in such networks
mandates that identical streams be present simultaneously
on top of multiple wires (e.g. Multicast session). Depending
on the specific network architecture, the last mile or the last
few meters must always carry the data packets in a Unicast
mode, up to end users’ modems or set top boxes (STB) [27].

In comparison, wireless broadcast, be it directed to one or
to multiple clients, seems easy to plan [7]. Just transmit the
content over the air and allow clients to intercept. In fact,
this exact scheme is the basis for the network architecture
of satellite TV [21]. This simple design allows operators of
such networks to worry very little about the capacity of their
channels when additional subscribers sign up for the service.

However, when broadcasting over the air, irrespective of
the transmission technology, some packets do not arrive safely
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to their destination. As a consequence, wireless broadcast of
content such as HD video, must either include a retransmis-
sion mechanism, that somewhat breaches the principles of
broadcast and results in delays, or transmit the content in
a redundant manner with Forward Error Correction (FEC)
packets that enable error fixing [1].
Equivalently to satellite TV, one might expect that, in

smaller geographic cells, Wi-Fi networks in the 802.11 proto-
col [5] shall also support a form of broadcast, that its Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) depends little on the number of con-
currently served clients. In practice, however, IP Multicast
[11], which is the default candidate protocol to achieve this
functionality, suffers from severe inherent problems when ac-
tivated in 802.11 networks [12]. These shortcomings of IP
Multicast in the context of Wi-Fi can be largely attributed to
the historic design of 802.11 as a localized protocol that was
merely intended to connect to the network a small number
of home users. Either way, the visioned use-case was not
of entire cities covered with extended-range Wi-Fi Access
Points (APs) [25], functioning as a cost-effective alternative
to the placement of WiMax [2] or LTE [10] towers.
Yet, there are multiple motivations to bypass the battle

for dominance of mainstream wireless broadcast technolo-
gies [9] and adapt Wi-Fi to broadcast scenarios, in spite of
its shortcomings. First and foremost, practically any other
long-range and high-bandwidth wireless transmission tech-
nology is not available to developers in a startup garage or
to researchers in a university lab. Thus, Wi-Fi broadcast
is indeed the playing ground of the poor. Nonetheless, in
some cases it’s either broadcast over Wi-Fi or no broadcast
at all, and for other applications it makes more sense to
smart-around Wi-Fi than to place heavy duty transmitters
that require a license from the government.
One aspect of 802.11 that needs to be smartened-around

in order to adapt Wi-Fi to the broadcast scenario concerns
ACK frames, which are not required in 802.11 Multicast [7].
The optionality of this two-way arrival control mechanism
can be partially attributed to the fact that IP Multicast
is real-time by design and misses its purpose in case the
transmitter must handle repeated requests for retransmis-
sion. Therefore, the absence of ACKs should not be blamed
as the major cause of Wi-Fi’s incompatibility to broadcast
scenarios, or as the part of the protocol that needs to be
improved.
The prominent challenge standing in the way of quality

broadcast over 802.11 is not to guarantee the arrival of each
and every packet to each and every client. Instead, effi-
cient rate adaptation and adaptive rate FEC need to be
integrated. Note, however, that a broadcast scheme that is
not relying on ACKs for arrival-control requires the imple-
mentation of an alternative feedback mechanism in order to
inform transmitters of packet loss rates in the channels.
It is worth noting that, aside from the absence of reli-

able FEC mechanism, there exist other bandwidth-related
considerations that make standard IP Multicast sub-optimal
for 802.11 networks [3, 20, 7]. Thus, it is not surprising that
many suggested solutions to live video over Wi-Fi are based
on clients that passively sniff packets in a promiscuous mode
[7, 8, 26], rather than join the Multicast group in the manner
they’d do in a wired network.
In sum, adaptive rate FEC coupled with efficient feed-

back of packet loss-rate are the basis for broadcast over any
wireless medium, and are the focus of the current paper. An-

other contribution of our research is that we simulate high-
load scenarios that challenge our FEC implementation over
noisy channels. Arguably, the results of such simulation are
more telling, in comparison to lab prototypes that correct a
small number of video streams for a small number of clients.
Moreover, our simulations are based on Unicast transmis-
sion, rather than on Multicast, and are therefore compat-
ible with network architectures of mobile ad-hoc networks
(MANET), in whom there are no infrastructure APs that
broadcast to all in-range clients, but rather moving nodes
that may be located many hopes away from one another.
Because every node in the MANET is broadcasting periodic
beacon frames that its neighbors can capture, the feedback
problem is practically reduced to the utilization of Beacon
Stuffing techniques [6]. Thus, the scheme we present can be
utilized to transmit HD video over multiple hops in Wi-Fi
MANET protocols such as 802.11s [5]. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we review promi-
nent related work in the area of FEC over Wi-Fi. In section
3, we present our FEC adaptation algorithm. In section 4
we present our results of high-load FEC adaptation simula-
tions in the NS-3 simulator. Following that, in section 5 we
perform theoretical analysis of time delay associated with
FEC-based transmission in comparison to FEC-less trans-
mission in multihop MANET. We conclude in section 6 with
summary of our findings and suggested future work.

2. RELATED WORK
In video streaming it is important that the video stream

reaches its target in time and without errors. To retransmit
lost packets is often not tolerable, because of retransmission
delay resulting from channel interference [24, 23]. Several
published papers have shown that Forward Error Correc-
tion (FEC)-code in a fairly good solution to the retransmis-
sion problem. The FEC-code adds redundant packets, which
can be used by the receiver to detect and recover from cor-
rupted packets. However, Redundant FEC-packets consume
extra network resources and bandwidth. Therefore, a static
FEC-algorithm can create a lot of overhead when the error
rate is low. A solution to this is to dynamically adapt the
FEC parameters based on the current packet loss-rate of
the network. Due to the loss-tolerant characteristic of video
streaming applications, FEC is more suitable than Auto-
matic Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) for video transmission over
wireless networks [22, 33].

Because static determination of FEC ratio is sub-optimal
and degrades performance researchers have been suggest-
ing to integrate FEC with the application constraints, thus
dynamically produce the exact encoding block size and re-
dundancy amount needed. Some notable examples to re-
search of dynamic Application Level FEC (AL-FEC) can
be found in [19, 13]. When considering AL-FEC and other
proposed models for dynamic rate video in the context of
802.11 networks, a standout observation concerns the need
to implement a proprietary loss-rate feedback mechanism
that is absent from the standard. Chandra et al. [7] pro-
vide a through review describing this feedback problem in
Broadcast/Multicast transmissions. On the one hand, the
lack of ACKs in 802.11 Multicast makes rate adaptation and
adaptive FEC hard problems. On the other hand, the re-
searchers note that enabling ACKs would result in the ACK
implosion problem and a large increase in the MAC over-
head. Several mechanisms have been proposed by other re-
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searchers to solve this feedback problem in order to enable
Broadcast/Multicast over Wi-Fi. For example, in [28] the
researchers suggest a RTS/CTS scheme with a modification
at the MAC layer and in [32] FEC is combined with channel
estimation and NAK-based feedback (negative acknowledg-
ment that signals packet loss) for retransmissions and the
authors demonstrate that the technique increases reliability
without sacrificing channel efficiency.
The inherent shortcoming of such suggested solutions to

the feedback problem is that in many cases the feedback
packets themselves, either ACKs or loss-rate packets to the
FEC mechanism, may collide and therefore require complex
monitoring at the MAC or application level. An alterna-
tive in-place Wi-Fi broadcast mechanism that is overlooked
by prior research for the purpose of feedback in Broad-
cast/Multicast is presented by Ch et al. [6]. The authors
suggest Beacon Stuffing, a low bandwidth communication
protocol for Wi-Fi networks enabling APs to communicate
with clients without association. The idea is to overload
Wi-Fi beacon frames with proprietary information without
breaking the standard or increasing the packet size. Because
these beacons are Broadcasted by APs in any case and the
packet size is not changed, the protocol is lightweight and
efficient. It is also very reliable as beacon frames are modu-
lated in the most robust way and capturing them is in the
very basis of the IEEE 802.11 networks operation. Further-
more, in classic Wi-Fi MANET networks, where all nodes
are broadcasting beacons, a variation of Beacons Stuffing (or
Beacon Overloading) is arguably the only feedback model
that makes sense. A node in a MANET normally doesn’t
communicate with a neighboring peer unless both nodes suc-
ceed to capture each others’ beacons. Therefore, any sort
of feedback in MANET, in particular loss-rate status that
relates to video transmission, should in our judgment rely
on overloading in-place management frames, such as beacon
frames or MANET routing frames [4] such as PERQ and
PREP in 802.11s’s HWMP [5].
Lastly, modeling streaming video over Wi-Fi MANETs re-

quires to address the associated end-to-end time delay that
increases with the number of hops. Several papers such as
[14, 30] are discussing FEC in Wi-Fi MANET networks, and
several other works are suggesting multi-path transmission
schemes [29, 17]. Yet, there is a notable shortage in academic
works that model the end-to-end time delay in video stream-
ing scenarios over such networks. As noted, such model must
incorporate FEC and loss-rate feedback, which are essential
building blocks for streaming over a wireless medium. In
Wi-Fi MANET these matters are even more dire, because
multiple hops require to FEC-decode then FEC-encode at
each intermediate node.
To reduce the time delay associated with this procedure,

we present in section 5 an analysis of a pipeline model in
which an intermediate node in the MANET forwards non-
corrupted packets immediately upon receiving them. Con-
currently or shortly after, when the FEC block associated
with the last chunk of packets becomes available, the node
forwards the packets recovered by this FEC block. The node
then performs its own FEC-encoding with respect to loss-
rate feedback that is being flooded through the MANET
routes using overloaded beacon frames. We demonstrate the
efficiency and tolerable time delay of this model and discuss
the limitations.

3. ADAPTIVE RATE VIDEO

3.1 Feedback Model Overview
As noted in the previous sections, adapting the rate of

FEC-redundant packets requires a feedback mechanism that
is absent from the 802.11 protocol. This is easily bypassed in
the context of the NS-3 simulations over one hop we present
in section 4. That is because an NS-3 program can moni-
tor packet arrival in all of its nodes, and it is therefore not
mandatory to actually send and capture proprietary feed-
back packets. Our general model, however, addresses real
world video streaming over multi-hop MANET, and there-
fore requires a deployable feedback mechanism. The pro-
posed mechanism relies on feedback using overloaded beacon
frames that all MANET nodes are periodically broadcasting.
Because in MANET the loss-rate may change from hop to
hop, we have simplified the model by using a FEC rate that
corresponds to the maximum loss-rate throughout the en-
tire path between the transmitter and the receiver. This
is accomplished by flooding and updating maximum loss
rate of paths across the MANET. That is, a node capturing
its neighbor’s overloaded beacon is comparing the loss-rate
embedded in this beacon with its own loss-rate knowledge.
If the node’s loss-rate is higher and the node participates
in one of the sessions specified in the beacon (signaled by
destination nodes), then maximum loss-rate of the path is
being updated, and so forth until the information arrives
to the source node. The periodic characteristics of beacon
frames, assures that when the maximum loss-rate within a
path is changing, the information is flooded very quickly to
the trasmitting node, which enables quick FEC rate adap-
tation. For further discussion, refer to section 5 where end-
to-end delay in multi-hop MANET is analyzed in detail.

3.2 Algorithms Overview
A static algorithm for choosing the rate of FEC-encoded

redundant packets can create a lot of overhead when the
error rate is low. To reduce delays caused by retransmis-
sions, we propose adaptive algorithms which chooses the rate
of FEC-encoded redundant packets dynamically. The pro-
posed algorithms aims to decrease retransmissions, optimize
throughput and decrease overhead. In the following we pro-
pose two algorithms. One algorithm, Algorithm 1, is optimal
when packet loss exhibits spike-like characteristics; while the
second, Algorithm 2, is optimal for a loss model, in which
the loss rate is constant or continuously changing. The mo-
tivation for developing two algorithms derives from the fol-
lowing observation: To utilize Algorithm 1 when the loss
rate is continuously changing causes a lot of overhead, be-
cause of the unnecessary high rate of FEC-redundant pack-
ets that it used in this case. On the other hand, not quickly
adapting the rate of FEC-redundant packets at the occa-
sion when the packet loss exhibits spike-like characteristics,
causes many FEC-decoding failures. Because of that, the
FEC-redundant packets aren’t sufficient in order to decode
the FEC-unit. Therefore, future work is to implement an
algorithm to record statistics of the loss rate pattern of the
channel, and based on this decide which algorithm to use for
determining the rate of FEC-redundant packets in the next
FEC-unit.
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3.3 Adaptive-FEC Algorithms
In the case the loss rate is exhibiting spike-like character-

istics, we are using Algorithm 1:

Input: lossRate and compensateLossFactor
Output: codeRate
if lossRate >
lossRateForPreviousFECUnitTransmission then

newLossRate = lossRate *2 ;
if (newLossRate - lossRate) >
compensateLossFactor then

newLossRate += compensateLossFactor ;
end
if newLossRate > MAX LOST RATE then

newLossRate = MAX LOST RATE ;
end

end
else

newLossRate = lossRate+ compensateLossFactor ;
end
codeRate = getCodeRateBasedOnLossRate
(newLossRate);

Algorithm 1: Adaptation algorithm For Spike-Like
Packet Loss

In Algorithm 1 the chosen rate of FEC-encoded redun-
dant packets, denoted codeRate in the algorithm, is set to
enable FEC-decoding of the FEC-unit in the cases when the
packet loss rate increases up to 100% during its transmis-
sion. For illustration, if the packet loss rate is reported to
be 15%, codeRate is chosen for FEC-encoding the data to
enable FEC-decoding in the cases the packet loss rate in-
creases up to 15 ∗ 2 = 30% during the transmission of the
FEC-encoded unit. The rationale behind this approach is
the findings of scenarios in which the packet loss exhibited
spike-like characteristics in experimental traces [7]. Thus,
the adaptation-algorithm reacts quickly to sudden increases
in packet loss. The function GetCodeRateBasedOnLossRate,
retrieves a packet loss rate specific value from an array for
the given loss rate. These values have been decided with the
criteria to ensure success of the FEC-decoding with a high
probability. The algorithms use a value that is assigned at
the start of the data transmission (compensateLossFactor).
This value is set to enable FEC-decoding of the FEC-unit,
despite packet loss rate increases up to a certain limit during
the transmission of the next FEC-encoded unit of data. To
exemplify, assigning it to the value 5 means that the sender
will always at least add an amount of redundant packets
compensating for a loss rate increase of 5% during the trans-
mission of the next FEC-encoded unit of data. In this ex-
ample, if the receiver reported a loss rate of 10%, the sender
will at least add an amount of redundant packets, which en-
ables the data to be FEC-decoded in a channel with a loss
rate up to 10+5 = 15%. When the packet loss rate changes
continuously, we are using Algorithm 2.

4. ADAPTIVE-FEC SIMULATION
All simulations were performed using NS-3 network sim-

ulator [16] with UDP as transport layer [23, 24], 802.11g as
link layer [31] and using two different loss models: a) A loss
model in which the interference level changes continuously;
b) A loss model in which the packet loss exhibits spike-like

Input: lossRate and compensateLossFactor
Output: codeRate
newLossRate = lossRate + compensateLossFactor ;
if newLossRate > MAX LOST RATE then

newLossRate = MAX LOST RATE ;
end
codeRate = getCodeRateBasedOnLossRate
(newLossRate);

Algorithm 2: Adaptation Algorithm For Continuously
Changing Packet Loss

characteristics. The packet loss rate was monitored by the
application deployed on the receivers, by keeping track of
and examining the meta data of the received packets. The
meta data contains the number of the FEC-encoded unit, the
packet number within the FEC-encoded unit and the num-
ber of source packets (i.e. packets containing original data)
and repair packets. Our metric of calculating the packet loss
rate (LossRate). If Total is the total number of packets in
the current FEC-encoded unit, and Received is the number
of packets received in the current FEC-encoded units, then:
LossRate = Total−Received

Received
.

The data to be sent was encoded into a number of sepa-
rate FEC-encoded units. Each FEC-encoded unit consists
of source packets and a varying amount of equally sized re-
dundant FEC-encoded packets. The packets were sent in a
random order while discarding the specified percentage of
packets randomly. The average InefficiencyRate depicted
on the x-axis in the graphs of this section is calculated as
follows:

InefficiencyRate =
SentPackets− LostPackets

SourcePackets
(1)

4.1 Simulation Results

4.1.1 FEC-Decoding Algorithm
A prominent goal of the simulation was to find the opti-

mal balance between low probability of FEC-decoding fail-
ure and a minimal amount of FEC-redundant data. 100, 000
iterations were performed, except in the simulation depicted
in Figure 2, in which 1, 000, 000 iterations were performed.
1, 000, 000 iterations were required in order to determine the
required amount of redundant packets that ensures a FEC-
decoding failure that is smaller than 10−5. The parameters
for testing the FEC-decoding algorithm were: a) Size per
FEC-unit: 30, 100, 300, 1000 source packets; b) Packet size:
1 kB; c) Num of FEC-units transmitted : 105, 106; d) FEC-
decoding failure rate: < 10−3, 10−4, 10−5; e) Packet loss
rate: 10%. Simulations were performed to find the differ-
ence in the rate of FEC-redundant packets required between
ensuring a FEC-decoding failure rate less than 1/1000 com-
pared to 1/10000 for a varying amount of source packets
per FEC-unit. The purpose was to find out which amount
of source packet requires the least rate of FEC-redundant
data for the specified FEC-decoding-failure-rates.

In Figure 1-A the amount of source packets of a FEC-
encoded unit is inversely proportional to the average ineffi-
ciency rate for decoding. It is demonstrated that an increase
in the amount of source packets results in a decrease of the
inefficiency rate. In order to ensure a FEC-decoding failure
rate that is smaller than 1/1000, 30 source packets causes
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Figure 1: A- Average inefficiency rate for the max-
imum loss rates with FEC-decoding-failure-rate <
1/1000. B- Average inefficiency rate for the max-
imum loss rates with FEC-decoding failure-rate <
1/10000.

Table 1: FEC-encoding and transmission-
parameters

Parameter Value(s)
Size per FEC-unit 230 to 260 source

packets
Packet size 1 kB (+header)

Nr. of FEC-units transmitted 100
Transmission rate 5 Mbps

FEC-decoding failure rate < 1/100

an inefficiency rate of 66%, 100 packets, 28%, 300 packets,
11% and 1000 packets results in an inefficiency rate of 1.7%.
Also in Figure 1-B, the amount of source packets of a

FEC-encoded unit is inversely proportional to the average
inefficiency rate for decoding. The decrease of inefficiency
rate between ensuring a FEC-decoding failure rate that is
less than 1/1000 compared to 1/10000, for 30, 100, 300 and
1000 source packets are 21%, 11.3%, 5% and 0.3%, respec-
tively.
Simulations were performed in order to find out the bal-

ance between the rate of FEC-encoded redundant packets
and the rate of FEC-decoding-failures for a FEC-encoded
unit of 300 source packets. The results depicted in Figure 2
demonstrate that the decoding failure rate is proportional to
the inefficiency rate. It was found that decreasing the rate of
FEC-decoding failures from 10−2, to 10−3, then 10−4, and
then 10−5, causes respective increases in the inefficiency rate
of 2.3%, 5.7% and 14.7%. For a FEC-encoded unit of 300
source packets of size 1 kB and a packet loss-rate of 10%,
using 42% FEC-encoded redundant packets, yielded a FEC-
decoding-failure rate that of less than 10−5. This means
that transmitting 105 · 1 · 300kB equivalent to 30GB causes
an average of 0 or 1 FEC-decoding failures.
We have conducted the following simulations in order to

evaluate how well proactive FEC performs in the presence
of dynamically varying channel conditions. The prominent
goal was to find out how much FEC-encoded redundant data
that is required in order to minimize the FEC-decoding fail-
ure rate below a specified value.

4.1.2 Continuous Loss Model
The simulations of this section were performed in a wire-

Figure 2: Decoding failure correlated to inefficiency
rate

less channel with a loss model exhibiting continuous changes
of the loss rate (see Table 1). The sender utilized the algo-
rithm 2 in order to determine the amount of FEC-redundant
packets for the next FEC-unit to be sent.

The packet loss rate of the channel varied between 0 to
maximum loss rate. Maximum loss rate is presented on the
x-axis.

To illustrate the graph we provide the following example:
A FEC-encoded unit of the size 250 kB is sent, encoded with
the code-rate of 0.8; and at the time of FEC-encoding, the
packet loss rate was lastly reported to be 10%. 250 kB of
data are divided into 250 1kB-sized symbols. Based on the
code-rate value, 63 repair symbols are created. The ineffi-
ciency rate is (313−(313∗0, 1))/250 = 1.124. For the values
of max loss-rate assigned to 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 (%), our
dynamic adaptation-algorithm 2 was found to respectively
yield 18.3, 33.1, 36.2, 54.7 and 74.8 percent improvements,
over using a static algorithm that chooses the rate of re-
dundant FEC-encoded packets corresponding to the high-
est potential packet loss rate of the channel. Three of the
simulations described in the figure use more repair packets
than needed. This allows the receiver to FEC-decode the
FEC-encoded data during channel conditions in which the
packet loss rate increases with 5%, 10% and 15% during data
transmission. These results demonstrate that in a channel
exhibiting a loss model with continuous changes in the in-
terference level, adapting the FEC-code rate based on the
current loss rate can reduce the FEC overhead, in compari-
son to a static FEC that is adjusted to the highest potential
packet loss rate of the channel.

4.1.3 Loss Model with Spike Characteristics
The simulations of this section were performed (see Table

1) a wireless channel with a loss model exhibiting spike-like
characteristics. The sender utilized Algorithm 1 in order
to determine the amount of FEC-redundant packets for the
next FEC-unit to be sent. The simulations were performed
with a loss model exhibiting peaks with a max packet loss-
rate of 50%, exhibiting several peaks from 0 to a maximum
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Figure 3: Data overhead-comparison between dy-
namic and static FEC-code.

Figure 4: A- Minimum packet loss-rate, correlated
to compensateLossFactor. Max packet loss-rate of
the channel is 50%. B- Inefficiency rate, correlated
to compensateLossFactor. Max packet loss-rate of
the channel is 50%.

loss-rate during the transmission of the inital packets of sev-
eral FEC-encoded units.
Figure 4-A depicts the minimum value of loss rate for

which the decoding failed for one or more FEC-units for
different values assigned to compensateLossFactor. compen-
sateLossFactor presented on the x-axis is a value correspond-
ing to the minimum amount of redundant FEC-encoded
packets added in order to safeguard against packet loss rate
increase during the next FEC-encoded-unit of data. It is fur-
ther described in section 3.Assigning compensateLossFactor
to 30 (i.e. compensate for a minimum increase of 30% of
the loss rate during the transmission of the current FEC-
encoded unit) resulted in 0 decoding failures.
Numerous simulations, some of which are described in sec-

tion 4.1.1, showed that decoding failures which don’t show
up in a small number of iterations, show up when a larger
number of iterations are performed. Thus, our results show
that this configuration will likely result in a small amount
of decoding failures when performing more iterations. These
simulations show that using the described scenario it is pos-

Figure 5: Times of FEC-encoding and decoding

sible to minimize the probability of FEC-decoding failures
by using the adaptation-algorithm described in section 3, in-
cluding assigning compensateLossFactor to 30. Figure 4-B
shows that assigning this value results in an amount of used
redundant packets corresponding to an inefficiency ratio of
100% . The total average packet loss rate in the simulations
was between 25 and 27 %.

4.1.4 FEC Encoding/Decoding Time Measurements
Table 5 contains measurements of FEC-encode and FEC-

decode using OpenFEC library (http://openfec.org). Ini-
tializing, encoding and decoding 100 FEC-units with 30 pack-
ets (assuming the above inefficiency ratios) in each took
100 · (0.0007 + 0.0002 + 0.0002) = 0.11 seconds; while ini-
tializing, encoding and decoding 1 FEC-unit of 3000 packets
took 0.022 + 0.0004 + 0.076 = 0.0984 seconds.

5. MULTIHOP DELAY AND BANDWIDTH
ANALYSIS

In this section we analyze both the time delay and the
bandwidth in a multi-hop MANET containing the suggested
FEC-based model discussed in sections 3 and 4. The simu-
lated and theoretical results are compared with the perfor-
mance in a MANET featuring standard Wi-Fi transmission
mode. In both cases, we assume a classic MANET configu-
ration. That is, all nodes in the MANET broadcast periodic
beacons frames and all nodes can function as hops within
routes. Throughout this analysis we assume that packet
loss-rate meta data of links is being transmitted as a re-
turn channel. In order to implement this mechanism we
overload the standard beacon frames of the nodes using a
method called Beacon Stuffing [6]. For example, we can use
the 802.11 beacons, which usually have 10Hz beacon rate, to
inform all the links between the source and the destination
in a MANET session concerning the FEC level that ensures
reliable video transmission. In practice, we mainly need to
know for each FEC-unit (video chunk) what is the weakest
link between the source and the destination of the MANET.
Using the Beacon Stuffing notion, all the nodes in even a rel-
atively long MANET-PATH (say 10 nodes) can be informed
in 1Hz rate. This allows the suggested protocol to adapt the
FEC-rate in almost per chunk rate.

5.1 Analyzing the Delay
We analyze the following simple pipeline FEC protocol:

The first node is performing FEC on a video chunk and
starts sending all the packets in some order (possibly ran-
dom). Each node along the MANET-PATH is retransmit-
ting any valid packet it receives, and whenever a node can
reconstruct the video chunk it performs the same FEC pro-
cess as the source and sends all the packets which were not
received properly.
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Denote Tchunk to be the time of a video chunk (FEC unit).
TFEC is the time required for performing FEC over a single
video chunk. TDFEC is the time required for reconstructing
the original video chunk. Let Ttrans be the time needed for
transmitting all the packets of the video chunk (including
the FEC overhead) over a single link. Let per be the packet
error rate, n be the number of hops in the MANET-PATH
and ratioFEC be the ratio of extra packets needed for the
FEC (must be larger than per). Therefore:

Tall = Tchunk+Ttrans+n∗TDFEC+TFEC+ratioFEC∗Ttrans

(2)
For example, consider a large MANET where n = 10.

In case 1000ms delay is allowed we can use the following
parameters: Tchunk =500ms, TDFEC = TFEC = 10ms,
ratioFEC = 20%, Ttrans = 100. Tall = 500 + 100 + 10(10 +
10 + 20) = 1000ms. In case 100ms delay is required we
can use each video-frame as a FEC-unit with the follow-
ing parameters: Tchunk =40ms, TDFEC = TFEC = 1ms,
ratioFEC = 20%, Ttrans = 10. Tall = 40+10+10(1+1+2) =
90ms.
Denote that adding a link to the pipeline FEC of the

MANET-PATH implies a small and bounded extra delay.
Figure 6 presents this property: the time required for trans-
mitting the video chunk over the first hop is 70% of the total
time needed for delivering the video chunk to the destination
(over 5 hops).
In comparison to the bounded delay in our pipeline FEC

model, in a standard Wi-Fi MANET (e.g., 802.11.s, OLSR)
the delay is unbounded and may grow significantly with any
additional hop. This is due to the absence of built-in FEC
and the reliance on ACKs and retransmissions. As a conse-
quence, the time-delay problem intensifies with the number
of hops. To demonstrate this point we conducted a field ex-
periment of live VoIP conversion in three scenarios: single
hop, two hops and three hops. The experiment comprised
of mobile Smartphones featuring Android OS and the open
source software of Serval Project[15]. The goal of the exper-
iment was to measure and assess the influence of standard
ACK-based arrival control mechanism on the round-trip de-
lay in a standard MANET. Using the RTP data captured, we
analyzed the effect of the number of retransmissions and the
number of hops on the delay. Figure 7 depicts an unbounded
growth of the delay as the number of retransmissions and
hops increases. Moreover, the depicted delay regards only
the payload packets transmitted in UDP protocol, and there-
fore corresponds to the actual Quality of Experience (QoE)
in the clients. These results emphasis that streaming a live
feed in a MANET, while using the ACK’s control mecha-
nism, results in a time delay of an unknown size that varies
in one to two scales as the number of hops exists in route.

5.2 Analyzing the Bandwidth
The end-to-end bandwidth of standard MANET is rela-

tively limited and tends to decrease significantly with any
additional hop. In particular, 802.11 MANET such as 802.11.s
protocol, is only applicable in small networks with diameter
of 4-5 hops [18], this is due to high-rate of retransmissions
which leads to low modulation rate at the link level. Fur-
thermore, analyzing the packet loss in the field experiment
of section 5.1 revealed that adding hops causes a significant
packet loss. While the lost packet ratio in the single hop
scenario was 0.045, adding a second hop increased this ratio

Figure 6: Linear delay of pipeline FEC in MANET.

Figure 7: Effect of RTP frame retransmissions on
frame delay.

to 0.123, and adding a third hop further increased the ratio
to 0.19. The deterioration of the MANET performance in
the three hops scenario was so severe that the majority of
payload packets in the live feed were lost. The pipeline FEC
increases the number of packets in typically 20− 50%. This
allows the protocol to use higher modulation rates. For ex-
ample, a standard Wi-Fi MANET (e.g., 802.11s standard)
may use 1−2mbps modulation rates, while a Wi-Fi MANET
utilizing pipeline FEC can use 10−100mbps. Moreover, due
to the FEC mechanism there is no need to send ACK pack-
ets, as standard 802.11 does for each packet. This improves
the link budget significantly, therefore, even 50% extra FEC
overhead will still lead to 10-100 times higher bandwidth.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a model aimed to advance Wi-Fi

MANET compatibility with point-to-point and point to mul-
tipoint broadcast. The suggested algorithms are based on
monitoring the Wi-Fi channels’ interference level, and conse-
quential adaptation of video transmission parameters, most
notably Forward Error Correction (FEC), which is essen-
tial in any wireless broadcast system. The suggested packet
loss-rate feedback mechanism that is also mandatory in this
design is based on beacon frame overloading. Thus, the
solution is both robust in terms of 802.11-standard compli-
ance, and is economical in its networking overhead. Validat-
ing our claim that such dynamic adaptation of transmission
rate parameters constitutes a viable solution for broadcast
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over Wi-Fi MANET is a set of high-load simulations con-
ducted in the NS-3 network simulator, as well as theoretical
time delay analysis that compares the delay of multi-hop
video transmission in our FEC-based model against stan-
dard ACK-based model. In future work, we intend to fur-
ther study the viability of the approach for transmitting,
with acceptable delay, content such as HD video and voice
over multi-hop Wi-Fi MANETs. We also intend to imple-
ment a video streaming system for a Wi-Fi MANET network
comprised of mobile devices (Smartphones) that incorporate
the pipeline FEC model proposed in this paper.
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